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	Reference Number: PWI25341
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	Proposed Doc: SANSXX/ISO 13577-2:2014, Industrial furnaces and associated processing equipment - Safety - Part 2: Combustion and fuel handling systems
	Proposed Summary: SCOPEISO 13577-2:2014 specifies the safety requirements for combustion and fuel handling systems that are part of industrial furnaces and associated processing equipment (TPE). It deals with significant hazards, hazardous situations and events relevant to combustion and fuel handling systems, when used as intended and under the conditions foreseen by the manufacturer.ISO 13577-2:2014 covers: fuel pipework downstream of and including the manual isolating valve; combustion air supply (including oxygen and oxygen enriched combustion air) and flue gas system; burner(s), burner system and ignition device; functional requirements for safety related control system. It applies to any oxidation with air or other gases containing free oxygen of gaseous and liquid fuels or any combustion of them to release thermal energy in TPE. For thermal or catalytic post combustion and waste incineration, ISO 13577-2:2014 applies only to auxiliary burners designed to start-up and/or support the process.
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	Give full details: 
	Issue to be adressed: These standard deal with the safe installation of thermo-processing equipment. The new ISO standards (ISO 13577-1,2, and 4) have much more detail on the control systems of this equipment which is critical for the safe operation. They also have a section on fault finding that deals in detail to solve problems experienced on burner systems. The new ISO standards also have all the equipment certification standards not just for Europe but also for America and Japan which is needed to approve equipment for South African conditions. The requirements for pipework, connections and purge points are added in annex AA to be in line with South African national legislation (pressure equipment regulation).If we adopt these standards we will not have to refabricate burner systems when they are imported as a complete unit.  
	How urgent is your application: Urgent, we have been reviewing the current SANS 329 for the last 2 years but have only discovered now that EN 746-2 which SANS 329 was developed from, has been incorporated into the ISO 13577 standards. It is of no use to continue on the current SANS 329 if the international standards have been changed. It is better to adopt the ISO 13577 standards and this makes it safer to import equipment.  
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